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Sensor interface

Field of the invention

The present invention concerns a sensor interface and

particularly, but not exclusively, a digital interface for a low-Q sensor

operated in the UHF range. The object of the present invention can be

usefully employed for the lecture of capacitive-, inductive- or resonant

sensors, among others.

Description of related art

Several sensor are known in the art, which rely on the variation

of an electrical parameter, for example capacitance, resistance, inductance

or any other suitable electrical parameter, in response t o an external

quantity, like temperature, pressure, stress or other, whose value is t o be

measured.

A known way of interfacing such devices, as shown in enclosed

figure 1, is t o connect the sensor t o an oscillator circuit, whereupon the

variations in the quantity t o be measured are reflected in a detuning of the

oscillator, hence in variation of its output frequency. In this way the value

of the quantity t o be measured can be obtained by comparing the

frequency generated by the oscillator circuit with a fixed reference

frequency. Examples of this kind of sensor interface can be found in

international patent application WO200334080 or in USA patent

US3595084.

It is often desirable that the frequency of the oscillator circuit

should be rather high, for example in the VHF or in the UHF region of the

radio spectrum, because a high frequency implies a lower influence of

parasitic resistances, and therefore a higher precision of the circuit. This is

even more desirable for low-Q sensors, as often found in MEMS (Micro-

Electro-Mechanical Systems). A high operating frequency is also a natural

choice for highly miniaturized sensors. This is however difficult because of



the strict emission limitations existing in the VHF and UHF bands. Very

often, the use of these desirable frequency bands is barred by the emission

regulation. As a general rule, EMC regulation allow UHF operation only in

very narrow and well controlled frequency windows and, t o further

complicate matters, these windows are different in different countries.

It is a goal of the present invention t o propose a sensor interface

overcoming the above problems. In particular it is a goal of the present
invention t o propose a sensor interface that can function at a high

operating frequency without violating the emission limitations in force.

Brief summary of the invention

According t o the invention, these aims are achieved by means of

an electronic device, connectable t o a sensor having a variable electrical

parameter responsive t o a variable quantity t o be measured; the device

comprising an oscillator circuit, generating a signal having a frequency, the

oscillator circuit comprising: a sensor connection, for coupling the sensor t o

the oscillator circuit, the frequency of the signal generated by the oscillator

circuit being dependent from the variable electrical parameter of the

sensor, a frequency variation means, for changing the frequency of the

signal generated by the oscillator circuit,

the electronic device being characterized by a frequency control circuit

connected to the frequency variation means, arranged to compensate the

variations of the electrical parameter of the sensor and maintain the

frequency of the signal generated by the oscillator circuit into a

predetermined interval of frequency.

Brief Description of the Drawings

The invention will be better understood with the aid of the

description of an embodiment given by way of example and illustrated by

the figures, in which:



Fig. 1 shows schematically and in a simplified way a known sensor

interface.

Figure 2 shows schematically and in a simplified way a sensor

interface circuit according t o the present invention.

Detailed Description of possible embodiments of the Invention

According t o figure 1, a sensor 10 is connected t o a known circuit

interface. In a MEMS, for example, the sensor 10 may be a variable capacity,

whose value depends on chemistry, humidity, light, external force,

pressure, acceleration, position, or other suitable external quantity.

The sensor 10 is connected, with reference t o figure 1, t o a free-

running oscillator 15, which generates a variable frequency signal whose

value is dependent from the capacity of the sensor 10 or, if the sensor 10

should be other than a capacitive sensor, from the value of an electrical

parameter of the sensor 10. The free-running oscillator could be, for

example an electronic LC oscillator.

The interface of figure 1 comprises also a reference frequency

generator 75, which generates a fixed frequency which is compared, in

circuit block 40, with the output frequency of the free-running oscillator

15. An output signal 50 is generated, on the base of the frequency

difference.

The known circuit of figure 1 is hardly suitable for operation in

the UHF frequency bands, because the free-running oscillator can not be

constrained t o maintain the excitation frequency of the sensor 10 in the

narrow allowed bands. Furthermore it does not afford an easy way of

programming the excitation frequency, t o comply with different local

regulations.

Turning now t o figure 2, which represents a sensor interface 20

according t o the present invention, the sensor 10 is connected, by an input



terminal 12, t o an oscillator 17. The oscillator 17, whose circuitry is not

represented here in detail, could be any circuit suitable for the purpose, for

example a electronic LC oscillator, a relaxation oscillator, a multivibrator, or

any of the many suitable circuit which would be too long t o enumerate

here. The oscillation frequency of oscillator 17, present on output terminal

18, depends from the variable parameter of the sensor 10, thus on the

quantity which one wants t o measure. In most cases the output frequency

of the oscillator 17, as seen at the terminal 18, is identical t o the excitation

frequency of the sensor 10. The invention comprises however also the

general case in which the sensor excitation frequency and the oscillator's

output frequency are not identical, but in a predefined relationship, for

example in a harmonic relationship.

In the following of the application reference is made t o a

capacitive sensor 10, this being the most common case. It is noted however

that other kind of sensors are possible and known, for example inductive or

resistive sensors, whose value is dependent form a variable quantity t o be

measured, or even variable resonant cavities or transmission lines, whose

frequency response or transit time are altered by the value of the external

quantity t o be measured. These and other sensors exhibiting a variable

electrical parameter responsive t o a variable quantity t o be measured are

comprised in the scope of the present invention.

The oscillator 17 comprises an additional means 36 of varying the

oscillation frequency. In the example of figure 2 the frequency of oscillator

17 can be controlled independently, by the value of the capacitive sensor

10, connected on input 12, and by the voltage applied on the control

means 36 consisting, in the case illustrated, in a varactor. In a simpler

realization, a control varactor could be also connected t o the input 12, in

parallel with the sensor 10. In general, however, any way of controlling the

output frequency of the oscillator 18 could be adopted, according t o the

circumstances. The oscillator may have for example an independent VCO

input pin, which allows t o vary its output frequency, for example by an

internal variable capacitor, or by changing a gain or a threshold of an

internal stage, or on any other suitable manner.



The oscillator 17 is preferably dimensioned to operate, when the

sensor 10 is connected, in the VHF or, more preferably, in the UHF region of

the spectrum. As it is generally understood, for the purposes of the present

invention the VHF region extends form 30 MHz t o 300 MHz, while the UHF

region goes from 300 MHz t o 3 GHz.

Preferably the oscillation band of the oscillator 17 sports a range

selection input 16, by which the oscillation frequency can be programmed,

for example in coarse steps. In the presented example the sensor interface

20 comprises a frequency selection unit 80, which acts on the range

selection input of the oscillator 17 and can be programmed from the

outside, for example by means of a digital interface, not represented.

Alternatively the programming of the frequency selection unit could also

be done permanently in the factory.

Thanks t o this feature the same sensor interface can be

programmed for use with different sensors, and the exact excitation

frequency of the sensor can be chosen, for example for adapting to local

electromagnetic emission regulations.

A reference quartz oscillator 75 provides a stable reference

frequency t o the sensor interface 20 of figure 2. The autonomous reference

oscillator 75 could be substituted by an external reference source, for

example a clock of a host digital system, if available.

A frequency control circuit 30 is used t o compare the frequency

of the signal at the output 18 of the oscillator 17 and the reference

frequency generated by the reference oscillator 75. Advantageously the

circuit 30 includes a frequency divider 32, for bringing the frequency at the

output 18 t o the frequency of the reference source 75. Therefore, the

reference circuit can operate at a lower frequency than the oscillator 17.

The reference circuit 75 could be, for example, a conventional and

convenient 13 MHz quartz oscillator. If the sensor interface is realized, as it

is preferable, in a single custom integrated circuit the quartz crystal 77 can

be added as an external component.



More preferably the divider 32 has a programmable division

ratio. In this way the same circuit interface 20 can be programmed t o

several excitation frequencies of the sensor 10, according t o the frequency

windows allowed by national regulations. The same effect of tuning

precisely the excitation frequency of the sensor 10 may be obtained also by

varying the frequency generated by the reference source 75. The

programmable divider 32 is controlled, in the presented example, by the

frequency selection unit 80.

The frequency control circuit 30 is completed by the phase

detector 34 and the low-pass filter circuit 30, and the correction output

signal is applied t o the frequency variation means which consist, in this

embodiment, in the varactor 36. It will be appreciated that the frequency

of oscillator 17, and thus the excitation frequency of the sensor 10 are

maintained at a constant value by the feedback action of the frequency

control circuit.

Although the frequency control circuit of this embodiment

consists in a PLL (Phase Locked Loop) circuit, the invention is not limited t o

this particular feature. PLL of figure 2 could be replaced, for example, by a

FLL circuit (Frequency Locked Loop), by a digital PLL or, if available and

when the rate of variation of the quantity t o be measured is sufficiently

low t o allow it, by a suitably programmed microcontroller.

In general, the interface of the invention could operate in a fast

loop mode or in a slow loop mode, according t o the loop bandwidth of the

PLL 30, mainly determined by the filter 38.

In the fast loop mode the control loop is very fast with respect t o

the signal bandwidth, i.e relative t o the variation of the value of the sensor

10. In this case the variation of the correction signal applied t o the varactor

36 keep the excitation frequency of the sensor 10 strictly constant and in a

defined phase relation with the reference frequency generated by the

circuit 75. The correction signal 33 is then, in the fast loop mode, a copy of

the sensor output. In the illustrated case of a capacitive sensor, for



example, the correction signal 33 is a copy of the sensor capacitance

variations and can be directly used for generation of the output signal 50

of the sensor interface.

In the slow loop mode, the control loop speed is adequate t o

maintain a mean value of the excitation frequency constant, with respect

t o the reference frequency, but not t o follow completely the fast variations

of the sensor's parameter, the instantaneous frequency will therefore differ

slightly from the mean value. In this case the correction signal 33 will

reflect a low frequency component of the sensor output, while the fast

variations can be captured using a counter (not represented) connected, for

example, t o the output of the phase detector 34.

Practically, if the control loop is implemented by means of a

digital PLL, both the fast term and the average term can be obtained

numerically.

An output signal conditioning module 60 optionally complete

the circuit and comprises appropriate amplification and conversion means

for providing a digital or analogue output signal 50 as required by the

application.

It is t o note that the circuit of the invention allows a precise

selection of the excitation frequency of the sensor 10, and that, both in the

fast loop mode and in the slow loop mode, the excitation of the sensor 10

can be limited t o an extremely narrow interval of frequency, by providing

the appropriate programming t o the frequency selection unit 80. This

allows one t o exploit the narrow frequency windows which are allowed by

the regulation, for example the 868.0-870.0 MHz or 433.05-434.79 MHz

European frequency bands allocated t o unregulated short-range

communication.

At the same time, the sensor interface of the invention can be

easily programmed or customized t o different rules prescribing other

frequency intervals.



Claims

1. An electronic device (20), connectable to a sensor (10) having

a variable electrical parameter responsive t o a variable quantity t o be

measured; the device (20) comprising:

an oscillator circuit (17), for providing a AC excitation t o the

sensor (10)

a frequency variation means (36), for changing the oscillation

frequency of the oscillator circuit (17),

a frequency control circuit (30) connected t o the frequency

variation means (36), arranged t o compensate the variations of the

electrical parameter of the sensor ( 10) and maintain the frequency of

excitation of the sensor (10) into a predefined interval of frequency.

2. Electronic device (20) according t o the previous claim, wherein

the oscillator circuit generates an output signal (18) having a frequency

identical or related to the frequency of excitation of the sensor (10), the

frequency of the signal generated by the oscillator circuit (18) being

dependent from the variable electrical parameter of the sensor (10).

3. Electronic device (20) according to any of the previous claims,

wherein the frequency control circuit (30) comprises a PLL or a FLL device

for synchronizing the frequency of the signal (18) generated by the

oscillator circuit (17) t o a reference frequency (75).

4 . Electronic device (20) according t o any of the previous claims,

further comprising an output connection (50), for delivering an output

signal relative to the variable quantity to be measured, the output signal

being derived from the signal applied by the frequency control circuit (30)

t o the frequency variation means (36).

5. Electronic device (20) according to any of the previous claims,

further comprising a programmable frequency selection circuit (80),

arranged to determine, in a programmable way, the interval of frequency

of the sensor's (10) excitation.



6. Electronic device (20) according to claim 5, wherein the

frequency selection circuit (80), can be programmed to determine the

interval of frequency of the sensor's (10) excitation within the 868-869 MHz

band or within the 433-435 MHz band.

7. Electronic device (20) according to any of the previous claims,

wherein the predetermined interval of frequency value is in the UHF or VHF

bands.
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